January & February 2014

Safety Briefing
Welcome to Resourcing Solutions’ January & February 2014 Briefing
Within this briefing there are updates from Network Rail and specific clients. Also included within this briefing are
life saving rules, our on call management system, PPE and work safe (refusal to work).
Please ensure that you read this briefing and understand the content. Once you are confident with the content can
you please respond that you have read this briefing.
If you have any comments or questions please email them in to compliance@resourcing-solutions.com.

On Call Management System
Resourcing Solutions operates a fully functional on call management service. The on call management
service is run by a team of fully trained and experienced On Call Managers. The core purpose of the on call
management service is to measure and manage candidate performance through diligent, proactive
investigating.
The secondary purpose of the on call management service is to help achieve our legal and moral obligation
to report all accidents and incidents occurring within the workplace. The service also provides a live
mechanism to deal with all external forces and worker complaints, which help promotes continuous
improvement.
You must report the following to the On Call Manager:











If you will not be attending work (absenteeism) or will be late attending site
If you will be leaving site early
If you are required by the client to exceed your planned hours (risk assessment required)
If you have an accident or incident (accident, incident, first aid and RIDDOR)
If you experience an environmental accident or incident
If your health, safety and welfare has been compromised (work-safe policy)
If you are expected to work alone (work alone procedure)
If you have taken any medication (prescribed or non-prescribed)
If you think a worker is under the influence of alcohol or drugs
If you have concerns regarding fellow workers’ quality or performance on site

The On Call Manager’s number is: 07786 265531
Please Note:
If at any time you are unable to attend site you must call the number above. Please do not substitute
with another worker without contacting Resourcing Solutions (RSL). Any worker turning up to site that
has not been sent by RSL will be turned away.
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Work Safe
Any worker may refuse to work on the grounds of health and safety if they feel the health, safety and
welfare of themselves, others, including the public has been compromised to such an extent that the risk
of performing the task is too high. If your health, safety and welfare has been compromised, you must:





Stop work immediately
Ensure all precautions are taken to prevent injury, ill-health or damage to property
Escalate the issue to an appropriate client representative (person in charge)
Escalate the issue to the On Call Manager

All workers who use the work safe procedure will not be subject to disciplinary action, unless it is
deemed to have been used incorrectly. If the worker is uncomfortable escalating their concern to a client
representative, then the On Call Manager must be informed. The worker may remain anonymous
throughout the entire process if they wish. If the worker is uncomfortable escalating their concern to the
On Call Manager, then CIRAS (Confidential Incident Reporting and Analysis Systems for the UK Rail Industry)
may be contacted. CIRAS is an alternative way to report safety concerns that you feel unable to
report through company safety channels.

Personal Protective Equipment
Resourcing Solutions operates a Personal Protective Equipment policy. When or near Network Rail’s
controlled infrastructure you must wear basic PPE which consists of:

Head protection (hard hat)

Goggles

Foot protection

Hand protection

High visibility clothing (Vest, Jacket & Trousers)
Additional PPE will be issued subject to client requirements or by a risk assessment.
Each contractor must:

Wear PPE as required by legislation or the client

Inform the On Call Manager of a lack of PPE or damaged/deteriorated PPE

Exercise the work-safe policy if PPE is non-existent, does not fit or is considered inadequate

Use, clean and store PPE effectively and in-line with all health and safety information

Report all PPE that is ill fitting

Not modify, interfere or misuse PPE

Co-operate with PPE audits performed by Resourcing Solutions’ representatives
Exemptions

Male members of the Sikh religion from wearing a safety helmet, providing that a turban is worn.

Personnel driving or operating machines from within a covered cab will be exempt from wearing their
safety helmet.

Any persons working in water, mud or snow will be exempt from wearing standard footwear with
ankle support and will be provided with wellington boots with steel toe-caps and mid-sole protec-

tion.
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L

ife Saving Rules

Driving

Contact with Trains

Working with Electricity

Taking Responsibility

.

Working with Moving
Equipment

Working at Height
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Working Near Ditches, Drains & Other
Watercourses
Recently on the Reading Outer Relock & Immunise (RORI) Project, UTX works
took place adjacent to a small watercourse. Due to space and access restrictions, spoil from the UTX excavation was placed in the watercourse, with the
intention of removing it at a later date.
This action was a potential breach of legislation and showed poor planning of the
task being undertaken. National legislation requires that all works in, over, under or within 8 meters of the top of bank of a ‘main river’ require a Flood Defence Consent from the Environment Agency, or if the watercourse is defined as
an ‘ordinary watercourse’ consent should be sought from the Local Authority or
Local Drainage Board.
The status of a watercourse or ditch is not always easy to classify. Some watercourses
classified by the Environment Agency as ‘main rivers’ run dry for part of the year.
Therefore it is vital to ensure that all works adjacent to watercourses, ditches and
drains are planned in enough time and detail to allow the works to be carried out with
minimal risk to the environment.
It is important to note that one of the
most common sources of contamination
from construction sites is silt solids and
that even minimal amounts of silt – the
equivalent of half a tablespoon of silt
mixed into a bath full of water – is
classed as pollution and can result in
prosecution.
The watercourse on the RORI Project was
located upstream of a fishery, and although no pollution or contamination was
created by the activity, the potential for
a serious environmental incident was evident.
ALL WATERCOURSES, REGARDLESS
OF THEIR LOCATION AND CLASSIFICATION HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
ACT AS POLLUTION PATHWAYS

Location of watercourse, UTX and spoil
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READING DELIVERY UNIT
Due to Flooding please beware of the added risks of Weil’s disease,
missing catch pit lids and missing cable route lids.

Make sure that you wash your hands before eating or smoking.

If you have to go into flood water be sure of your underfoot conditions
and where you are going to step.

Remember if it’s not safe don’t do it.
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READING DELIVERY UNIT

Urgent Safety Alert
Due to Flooding between Twyford - Taplow there is a risk of
electrocution from the 650v supply.

Do not go into or stand in any flood water of touch any location
cabinet between Twyford – Taplow.
Unless you have permission from:
Jamie Heaton 07825 969260 or
Corin Singh 07713301547

This safety alert is in force until further notice.
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This Letter is for the attention of:
Network Rail Staff, Principal Contractors and
Contractors who deploy OTP / Construction plant for
lifting duties
December 2013
RE: Planning of Lifting Operations
Dear Colleagues
This Communication supersedes all other communications relating to the Lift Planning TNC
(13389)that is currently in place.
(13390)
In April 2013 Network Rail issued an industry wide Temporary Non-compliance (TNC 13389)
against the current competence for Lift Planning. The purpose of the TNC was to help
transition the Industry to the New Sentinel Lift Planning Competence.
This Sentinel competence has been designed to bring us into complete alignment with the
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER) 1998.
We are now approaching the TNC expiry date of 01 January 2014 and it has been identified
that some parts of the Industry (including parts of Network Rail) will not be ready for the TNC
closure. This communication is intended to clarify the position of Network Rail and provide
guidance on actions the Industry is required to take to address any risks.
However, if you will have sufficient Sentinel Competent Lift Planners to fulfil your work bank,
you are not required to take any further action.
TNC Expiry Notification
Following the expiry of the Lift Planning TNC on 01 January 2014, there will not be any
further National TNC Extensions and anyone who holds the Old (pre-sentinel) Lift Planning
Competence will not be allowed to create or amend Lift Plans.
Any parts of the Industry that will not have achieved the minimum number of Lift Planners to
fulfil their work bank requirements by 01 January 2014 may wish to submit an individual TNC
application to the Professional Head of Plant & TR+S. If the TNC is granted, this will allow Lifting Operations to continue under the following concession.
This concession will be limited
to a period from 01 January 2014 to 31 March 2014.
Concessions granted under an individual TNC (if approved)
Individuals who have completed the new Sentinel Lift Planner Training Course and
are at the Mentoring Stage, will be allowed to create and amend Lift Plans from 01
Jan 2014 to 31 March 2014.
Please note:
Individuals who have not undergone the new Sentinel Lift Planner Training and hold
the Old (pre-Sentinel) Lift Planning Competence, will no longer be able to create or
amend Lift Plans as of 01 Jan 2014.
Crane Controllers will no longer be able to create or amend Lift Plans as of 01 Jan
2014 if they do not hold the new Sentinel Lift Planner Competence. Therefore,
adequate on-call arrangements should be put in place.
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On Track Plant - Lift Planning
What is the Problem?:
Whenever a lifting operation is to be undertaken the requirements
of LOLER (Lifting Operation & Lifting Equipment Regulation 1998)
needs to be met.
One aspect that must be met is that every operation needs to be planned properly by a competent
person. In the wider Construction Industry, a competent person for Lift Planning is an Appointed
Person.
On Network Rail, any lift that is to be carried out by OTP needs to be planned by a person with
“Sentinel Lift Planning Competence”.
Crane Controllers and persons with old pre-Sentinel Lift Planning Competence cannot
create or amend Lift Plans if they do not have the new Sentinel Lift Planner Competence

Competence for OTP Lift Planning
From 1st Jan 2014 persons who do not hold new Sentinel Lift Planning Competence cannot create
or amend plans.
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The Industry Temporary Non Compliance (TNC13389) has now expired and
no longer applies from 1st Jan 2014. This allowed a transition period for the
industry to train lift planners in the new sentinel competence.

What is considered when planning a lifting operation?
Infrastructure Plant Manual P503 – Planning for lifting operations
Identify all potential site hazards (see also NR/PLANT/0200/module P502) including overhead obstructions
such 3rd party power lines crossing the railway;
 Make sure that lifting equipment will be fitted with a load limiting device or a rated capacity indicator
(RCI) as appropriate;
Select suitable lifting equipment and accessories for the lifts to be undertaken;
NOTE All hydraulic lifting accessories should be fitted with burst hose protection, and all accessories for lifting should comply with the requirements of RIS-1701-PLT.




Include the weight of any lifting accessory as part of the load to be lifted;
Make sure that lifting equipment will not be loaded beyond its safe working load (SWL). Consider for
example:
 the radius, cant and/or gradient on which lifting equipment will be placed or will travel;
 the weight and balance of the load(s) to be lifted;
 any potential adhesion between the load and the ground when first lifting;
 Consider the height to which a load and jib (boom) will be raised with regard to ground or overhead obstructions;
 Assess any over-sailing of other parts of the infrastructure or third party property and identify appropriate
controls to protect persons and property;
Apply the requirements of NR/PLANT/0200/module P508 if using a MEWP;
Provide appropriate protection or working clearance to adjacent open lines in accordance with NR/
PLANT/0200/module P501.

 Give adequate consideration to the suitability of ground conditions (e.g. drains or culverts) and the need
for lifting or carrying of loads whilst on structures (e.g. platforms and bridges);
Identify a crane controller or competent person to supervise the lifting operation in accordance with Section
2 of NR/Plant/0200/module P503

 Make sure lifting equipment will be confirmed as being in date when the work is due to be done;
 Undertake a though risk assessment to establish the ground bearing capabilities when using plant with
outriggers.

If a Crane Controller cannot undertake the lift on site according to the requirements of the Lift Plan and needs the plan amended, unless they have
the new Lift Planner Competence, they cannot make changes to the plan.
Adequate on call arrangements to a Competent Sentinel Lift Planner may
need to be put in place to address amendments required.
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